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Gamma-ray Emission from Microquasars

Simulating the evolution and emission of relativistic outflows 
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Scaling relativistic jets
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Mirabel & Rodríguez 1994

Superluminal radio jets in AGNs and X-ray binaries

Werhle + 2001



Scaling relativistic jets
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Superluminal radio jets in AGNs and X-ray binaries

Werhle + 2001

Evidence for TeV electrons in microquasars

Corbel+ 2002 X-ray jet emission on pc scale



Scaling relativistic jets
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Superluminal radio jets in AGNs and X-ray binaries

Werhle + 2001 Hayashida + 2012 Spectral Energy Distribution of 3C 279

Gamma-ray emission from microquasars ?



Binaries detected in (V)HE gamma rays
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Cyg X-1 : gamma rays from a microquasar
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MAGIC coll. 2017 UL with 100hr of add. Data

A 15 Msol black hole in 5.6 day orbit around 25 Msol supergiant, 2kpc 

Unconfirmed VHE emission, LVHE < 10-6 Ledd  or < 10-4 Pjet 

MAGIC coll. 2007, 1 day flare ?

 O star

0.2 au



Hard X-ray state of Cyg X-1
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High-energy gamma-ray emission when selecting hard X-ray state associated with a jet

Soft X-rays 
Hard X-rays 
Radio

Zdziarski+ 2017, Zanin+ 2016 Stirling+2001compact jet

Gamma-ray detection from 40 MeV to 60 GeV, with L~5x1033 erg s-1 



Constraining jet physics with Cyg X-1
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Zdziarski+ 2017

disk + corona

MAGIC “hint”

weak orbital modulation suggests SSC in clumpy jet so as to overcome star IC emission

disk IC
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low-mass BH (?) in 4.8 hour orbit with Wolf-Rayet 

Cyg X-3



Cyg X-3
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Gamma-ray detections clearly related to X-ray spectral state  

About 1000x more luminous in gamma rays than Cyg X-1 with L~5x1036 erg s-1

gamma det. 
hard X-rays 
soft X-rays 
radio

Zdziarski+2018



Linking accretion, acceleration, ejection
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Corbel et al. 2012
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Gamma-ray orbital variability
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Fermi-LAT+ 2009 Cyg X-3 4.8 hour orbit

inverse Compton on star photons

gamma

X

GD, Cerutti, Henri 2010



Gamma-ray emission model
• Emission located beyond system, ~ 3 orbital separations 

• Jet is inclined, mildly relativistic, close to line-of-sight, no sign of precession in gamma
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location of statistically acceptable fits

Zdziarski +2018



Radio modulation
• Radio orbital modulation due to free-free absorption in Wolf-Rayet wind 

• Radio emission zone ~ 3 AU from system
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location of statistically acceptable fits

Zdziarski +2018



Recollimation shock ? Relationship to the conditions in the corona, radio jet?

Acceleration region ?
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SS433 gamma ray at termination shock ?
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LETTER RESEARCH

the Galactic plane. The ROI also removes significant spatially extended 
emission from the nearby γ-ray source MGRO J1908+06. The spatial 
distribution and spectrum of γ-rays from MGRO J1908+06 are fitted 
using an electron diffusion model23, and point-like sources centred 
on e1 and w1 are fitted on top of this extended emission. As a sys-
tematic check, the regions are also fitted using X-ray spatial templates 
and extended Gaussian functions. Neither improves the statistical  
significance of the fits. Upper limits on the angular size of the emission 
regions are 0.25° for the east hotspot and 0.35° for the west hotspot 
at 90% confidence. Given the distance to the source of 5.5 kpc, this 
corresponds to a physical size of 24 pc and 34 pc, respectively. The 
constraint is tighter on the eastern hotspot owing to its higher statistical 
significance.

The VHE γ-ray flux is consistent with a hard E− 2 spectrum, though 
current data from HAWC are not of sufficient significance to constrain 
the spectral index. Therefore, we report the flux of both hotspots at  
20 TeV, at which systematic uncertainties due to the choice of spectral 
model are minimized and the sensitivity of HAWC is maximized.  
At e1, the VHE flux is . . . ×− .

+ .
− .
+ . − − − −2 4 (stat ) (syst ) 10 TeV cm s0 5

0 6
1 3
1 3 16 1 2 1, 

and at w1 the flux is . . . ×− .
+ .

− .
+ . − − − −2 1 (stat ) (syst ) 10 TeV cm s0 5

0 6
1 2
1 2 16 1 2 1. 

HAWC detects γ-rays from the interaction regions up to at least 25 TeV. 
The energies of these γ-rays are a factor of three to ten higher than 
previous measurements from microquasars24,25. Since most γ-ray  
telescopes are optimized for measurements below 10 TeV, this may 
explain why these photons were not observed in previous observational 
campaigns.

The γ-rays detected by HAWC are produced by radiative or decay 
processes from particles of much higher energy. The detection yields 
important information about the mechanisms and sites of particle 
acceleration, the types of particles accelerated (for example, protons 
or electrons), and the radiative processes that produce the spectrum of 
emission from radio to VHE γ-rays. Two scenarios for explaining the 

HAWC observations of the e1 and w1 regions can be tested. The first is 
that protons are primarily responsible for the observed γ-rays. Protons 
must have an energy of at least 250 TeV to produce 25-TeV γ-rays 
through hadronic collisions with ambient gas. Proton–proton collisions 
yield neutral pions (π0) that decay to VHE γ-rays, and charged pions 
(π±) that decay to the secondary electrons and positrons responsible 
for radio to X-ray emission via synchrotron radiation. This scenario is 
of particular interest because there is spectroscopic evidence for ionized 
nuclei in the inner jets of SS 4338,26. The alternative scenario requires 
electrons of at least 130 TeV to up-scatter the low-energy photons from 
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) to 25-TeV γ rays. In this 
case, the radio to X-ray emission is dominated by synchrotron radia-
tion from the same population of electrons in the magnetized plasma 
of the jets and lobes.

The fact that the VHE emission is detected along a line of sight 
nearly orthogonal to the jet axis means that charged particle trajecto-
ries become isotropic before they interact to produce the γ-rays. The 
embedded magnetic fields in the VHE regions can easily deflect the 
accelerated particles because their typical gyroradii are much smaller 
than the size of the emission regions, approximately 30 pc. The jets are 
only mildly relativistic, so the emission from the interaction regions will 
have a negligible Doppler beaming effect and remain nearly isotropic.

The flux of VHE γ-rays observed by HAWC makes the proton sce-
nario for SS 433 unlikely, because the total energy required to produce 
the highly relativistic protons is too high. The jets of SS 433 are known 
to be radiatively inefficient, with most of the jet energy transformed 
into the thermal energy of W5016,27 rather than into particle accelera-
tion. We model the primary proton spectrum as a power law with an 
exponential cutoff, / ∝ − /−N E E Ed d exp( 1 PeV)p p

2
p . If we assume that 

10% of the jet kinetic energy converts into accelerated protons, and that 
the ambient gas density16,27 is 0.05 cm− 3, then the resulting flux of 
γ-rays from proton–proton collisions is much less than the observed 
γ-ray flux, as shown in the dash-dotted line of Fig. 2. In fact, for a target 
proton density as large as 0.1 cm− 3 in the e1 region16,27, the total energy 
of the proton population needs to be around 3 × 1050 erg to explain the 
observed γ-rays, assuming an γ

−E 2 spectrum. This is comparable to the 
total jet energy available during the presumed 30,000-year lifetime2 of 
SS 433. Furthermore, because the synchrotron emission from second-
ary electrons from charged pion decay is always lower than the γ-ray 
flux from π0 decay, and the observed X-ray flux is higher than the γ-ray 
flux, the X-rays cannot originate solely from secondary electrons. 
Finally, the proton scenario requires that the protons remain trapped 
in the region observed by HAWC for the lifetime2 of SS 433. This means 
the protons must diffuse very slowly, with a diffusion coefficient of 
about 1/1,000 of the typical value28 of the interstellar medium (ISM), 
DISM ≈ 3 × 1028 (E/3 GeV)1/3 cm2 s− 1. This value, comparable to the 
theoretical Bohm limit, is very small but not impossible. Given the 
uncertainties in the historical jet flux, the ambient particle density and 
the radiative efficiency, we cannot exclude the possibility that some 
fraction of the γ-ray flux is produced by protons. However, we do rule 
out the possibility that the VHE γ-rays are entirely produced by 
protons.

Highly relativistic electrons, on the other hand, can produce γ-rays 
much more efficiently, primarily via inverse Compton scattering of 
CMB photons to γ-rays. The inverse Compton losses due to upscatter-
ing of infrared and optical photons are suppressed owing to the Klein–
Nishina effect and are thus dominated by scattering of CMB photons29. 
In this scenario, the ratio of the VHE γ-ray to X-ray fluxes constrains 
the energy density in the magnetic field compared to the energy density 
in CMB photons. We have modelled the broadband spectral energy 
distribution of the eastern emission region 15′ to 33′ from the  
centre of SS 433. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2 show the spectral 
energy distribution of a leptonic model for e1 produced by an  
injected flux of relativistic electrons with an energy spectrum 

/ ∝ − /α−dN dE E E Eexp( )max  in a magnetic field of strength B. We use 
the parameters α = 1.9, Emax = 3.5 PeV, and B = 16 µG (see Methods). 
The estimate of the magnetic field strength is consistent with the 
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Fig. 1 | VHE γ-ray image of the SS 433/W50 region in Galactic 
coordinates. The colour scale indicates the statistical significance of 
the excess counts above the background of nearly isotropic cosmic rays 
before accounting for statistical trials. The figure shows the γ-ray excess 
measured after the fitting and subtraction of γ-rays from the spatially 
extended source MGRO J1908+06. The jet termination regions e1, e2, e3, 
w1 and w2 observed in the X-ray data are indicated, as well as the location 
of the central binary. The solid contours show the X-ray emission observed 
from this system.
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HAWC Coll. 2018

• BH or NS in 13 day orbit with highly-evolved 
massive star, super Edddington, Pjet~1039 erg/s

Goodall+ 2011



SS433 gamma ray at termination shock ?
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the Galactic plane. The ROI also removes significant spatially extended 
emission from the nearby γ-ray source MGRO J1908+06. The spatial 
distribution and spectrum of γ-rays from MGRO J1908+06 are fitted 
using an electron diffusion model23, and point-like sources centred 
on e1 and w1 are fitted on top of this extended emission. As a sys-
tematic check, the regions are also fitted using X-ray spatial templates 
and extended Gaussian functions. Neither improves the statistical  
significance of the fits. Upper limits on the angular size of the emission 
regions are 0.25° for the east hotspot and 0.35° for the west hotspot 
at 90% confidence. Given the distance to the source of 5.5 kpc, this 
corresponds to a physical size of 24 pc and 34 pc, respectively. The 
constraint is tighter on the eastern hotspot owing to its higher statistical 
significance.

The VHE γ-ray flux is consistent with a hard E− 2 spectrum, though 
current data from HAWC are not of sufficient significance to constrain 
the spectral index. Therefore, we report the flux of both hotspots at  
20 TeV, at which systematic uncertainties due to the choice of spectral 
model are minimized and the sensitivity of HAWC is maximized.  
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HAWC detects γ-rays from the interaction regions up to at least 25 TeV. 
The energies of these γ-rays are a factor of three to ten higher than 
previous measurements from microquasars24,25. Since most γ-ray  
telescopes are optimized for measurements below 10 TeV, this may 
explain why these photons were not observed in previous observational 
campaigns.

The γ-rays detected by HAWC are produced by radiative or decay 
processes from particles of much higher energy. The detection yields 
important information about the mechanisms and sites of particle 
acceleration, the types of particles accelerated (for example, protons 
or electrons), and the radiative processes that produce the spectrum of 
emission from radio to VHE γ-rays. Two scenarios for explaining the 

HAWC observations of the e1 and w1 regions can be tested. The first is 
that protons are primarily responsible for the observed γ-rays. Protons 
must have an energy of at least 250 TeV to produce 25-TeV γ-rays 
through hadronic collisions with ambient gas. Proton–proton collisions 
yield neutral pions (π0) that decay to VHE γ-rays, and charged pions 
(π±) that decay to the secondary electrons and positrons responsible 
for radio to X-ray emission via synchrotron radiation. This scenario is 
of particular interest because there is spectroscopic evidence for ionized 
nuclei in the inner jets of SS 4338,26. The alternative scenario requires 
electrons of at least 130 TeV to up-scatter the low-energy photons from 
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) to 25-TeV γ rays. In this 
case, the radio to X-ray emission is dominated by synchrotron radia-
tion from the same population of electrons in the magnetized plasma 
of the jets and lobes.

The fact that the VHE emission is detected along a line of sight 
nearly orthogonal to the jet axis means that charged particle trajecto-
ries become isotropic before they interact to produce the γ-rays. The 
embedded magnetic fields in the VHE regions can easily deflect the 
accelerated particles because their typical gyroradii are much smaller 
than the size of the emission regions, approximately 30 pc. The jets are 
only mildly relativistic, so the emission from the interaction regions will 
have a negligible Doppler beaming effect and remain nearly isotropic.

The flux of VHE γ-rays observed by HAWC makes the proton sce-
nario for SS 433 unlikely, because the total energy required to produce 
the highly relativistic protons is too high. The jets of SS 433 are known 
to be radiatively inefficient, with most of the jet energy transformed 
into the thermal energy of W5016,27 rather than into particle accelera-
tion. We model the primary proton spectrum as a power law with an 
exponential cutoff, / ∝ − /−N E E Ed d exp( 1 PeV)p p

2
p . If we assume that 

10% of the jet kinetic energy converts into accelerated protons, and that 
the ambient gas density16,27 is 0.05 cm− 3, then the resulting flux of 
γ-rays from proton–proton collisions is much less than the observed 
γ-ray flux, as shown in the dash-dotted line of Fig. 2. In fact, for a target 
proton density as large as 0.1 cm− 3 in the e1 region16,27, the total energy 
of the proton population needs to be around 3 × 1050 erg to explain the 
observed γ-rays, assuming an γ

−E 2 spectrum. This is comparable to the 
total jet energy available during the presumed 30,000-year lifetime2 of 
SS 433. Furthermore, because the synchrotron emission from second-
ary electrons from charged pion decay is always lower than the γ-ray 
flux from π0 decay, and the observed X-ray flux is higher than the γ-ray 
flux, the X-rays cannot originate solely from secondary electrons. 
Finally, the proton scenario requires that the protons remain trapped 
in the region observed by HAWC for the lifetime2 of SS 433. This means 
the protons must diffuse very slowly, with a diffusion coefficient of 
about 1/1,000 of the typical value28 of the interstellar medium (ISM), 
DISM ≈ 3 × 1028 (E/3 GeV)1/3 cm2 s− 1. This value, comparable to the 
theoretical Bohm limit, is very small but not impossible. Given the 
uncertainties in the historical jet flux, the ambient particle density and 
the radiative efficiency, we cannot exclude the possibility that some 
fraction of the γ-ray flux is produced by protons. However, we do rule 
out the possibility that the VHE γ-rays are entirely produced by 
protons.

Highly relativistic electrons, on the other hand, can produce γ-rays 
much more efficiently, primarily via inverse Compton scattering of 
CMB photons to γ-rays. The inverse Compton losses due to upscatter-
ing of infrared and optical photons are suppressed owing to the Klein–
Nishina effect and are thus dominated by scattering of CMB photons29. 
In this scenario, the ratio of the VHE γ-ray to X-ray fluxes constrains 
the energy density in the magnetic field compared to the energy density 
in CMB photons. We have modelled the broadband spectral energy 
distribution of the eastern emission region 15′ to 33′ from the  
centre of SS 433. The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2 show the spectral 
energy distribution of a leptonic model for e1 produced by an  
injected flux of relativistic electrons with an energy spectrum 

/ ∝ − /α−dN dE E E Eexp( )max  in a magnetic field of strength B. We use 
the parameters α = 1.9, Emax = 3.5 PeV, and B = 16 µG (see Methods). 
The estimate of the magnetic field strength is consistent with the 
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Fig. 1 | VHE γ-ray image of the SS 433/W50 region in Galactic 
coordinates. The colour scale indicates the statistical significance of 
the excess counts above the background of nearly isotropic cosmic rays 
before accounting for statistical trials. The figure shows the γ-ray excess 
measured after the fitting and subtraction of γ-rays from the spatially 
extended source MGRO J1908+06. The jet termination regions e1, e2, e3, 
w1 and w2 observed in the X-ray data are indicated, as well as the location 
of the central binary. The solid contours show the X-ray emission observed 
from this system.
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HAWC Coll. 2018

• BH or NS in 13 day orbit with highly-evolved 
massive star, super Edddington, Pjet~1039 erg/s 

• HAWC >25 TeV emission in termination region 

• > 100 TeV e- up scattering CMB (<1% Pjet) 

• pp emission unlikely (>100% Pjet) 

• particle acceleration at termination shock ? 

• GeV emission: unsettled



Gamma rays from microquasars
• Variable GeV emission from Cygnus X-3, Cygnus X-1, and (tentatively) V404 Cyg 

• GeV luminosity (very) low compared to X-ray luminosity, no microblazar 

• GeV emission related to X-ray state 

– link between non-thermal coronal emission & jet ? 

• GeV likely emitted far in the jet on scales ~ orbital separation 

– need to avoid pair production on disc or corona X-ray photons 

– a natural outcome of upscattering stellar photons even with continuous injection 

– non-thermal injection: reconnection ? shear ? internal shocks ? recollimation shocks ? 

• >  25 TeV at jet termination in SS433 

– jet energy injected back into ISM 



Evidence for gamma rays from V404 Cyg
• 9 Msun + low mass comp. 6.4 day orbit  

• super Eddington outburst in 2015 

• Single Fermi-LAT detection associated 

with period of brightest radio/X-ray 

activity, notably strong jet ejection. 

• Pair production opacity requires GeV 

emission on scale > orbit  

• L(>100 MeV) ~ 2 x 1035 erg s-1

Loh et al. 2016

AMI 16 GHz 

GeV

X-rays

optical

K. Mooley & col.

19

radio


